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What’s in a name?
With the establishment of a new Catholic school in the newly developed suburb of Lucas, we are provided 
with a rare opportunity to name ourselves. Names are so important, or, at least, they should be. The name we 
give to our new Catholic school should reflect the following:

• Our Catholic identity, heritage and traditions in Australia, the Diocese of Ballarat and the Cathedral Parish

• Our role as an educational institution

• Our place in a suburb named after the “Lucas girls” who contributed significantly to the establishment of 
Ballarat’s Avenue of Honour and the Arch of Victory

• Our establishment on the land of the Wadawurrung people

• The culture of learning and faith we want to establish in our school

• A story we can share with our primary school aged children which will support them and educate them in 
developing into the people we want them to be. This particular ‘story’, brings the Gospel story into sharp 
relief in a unique way.

The name we choose will define us for the present and into the future. It will be the basis of the culture we build 
together as a community. It needs to be a name which resonates with us as the adults in our community but 
also holds meaning and purpose for our children. Culture dictates meaning and behaviour, and so in naming 
ourselves we want to be clear about what sort of meaning and behaviour we are trying to establish.

Our name could be derived from a range of sources including:

• Biblical references   

• Saints’ names   

• Gospel values

• Local indigenous language

• Latin terms.

Our name can’t be:
• Any name already used by a Catholic School in the Ballarat Diocese

• A name that holds little meaning for the children who will wear it on their uniforms, and carry it on their 
school bags

• A name that has unfortunate results when shortened or used as an acronym.


